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Jesus spoke in parables, and other "hidden" things...

Hopefully we can find common ground in our understanding that Jesus spoke

only in Parables.

Matt 13:10-14:

The disciples came to him and asked, "Why do you speak to the people in parables?"

He replied, "The knowledge of the secrets of the kingdom of heaven has been given to

you, but not to them. Whoever has will be given more, and he will have an abundance.

Whoever does not have, even what he has will be taken from him. This is why I speak to

them in parables: Though seeing, they do not see; though hearing, they do not hear or

understand."

Mark 4:34:

But without a parable spake he not unto them: and when they were alone, he expounded

all things to his disciples.

To see a FULL study of how the Bible itself tells us it is written parabolically and

concealed in riddle, check the "about" section of the YouTube video this study was

posted beneath titled "Deeper Meaning."

Now that you have an in-depth understanding, I hope you will begin to see a "magic-eye"

effect. Can you see what is hidden in this picture? The trick to seeing the hidden image

below is the same for seeing the deeper layers of scripture: Focus, let go of "control" and

be prepared for the God-spell to emerge.



Now I'm going to show you a quick and simple study that you can do for YOURSELF to

unlock the scriptures and "raise the son of man out of the earth," as it is written...PS:

This is a clue :)



Things "Hidden" reading between the lines:

If Jesus only spoke in parables, wouldn't it make sense that the gosepls, acts, and

epistles of his apostles also adopted this manner of teaching? Refering back to the

video I made to go along with this study, I have illustrated that the Holy Scriptures are

divine, living word, and never pass away. There are layers of understanding the

scriptures provide us with, the most valuable being what is hidden. Scriptures can be

read in the flesh, or in the spirit. There is a clear distinction between the two, as I will

demonstrate.

Luke 1:1-5 (KJV)

Many have undertaken to draw up an account of the things that have been fulfilled

among us, just as they were handed down to us by those who from the first were

eyewitnesses and servants of the word. With this in mind, since I myself have carefully

investigated everything from the beginning, I too decided to write an orderly account for

you, most excellent Theophilus, so that you may know the certainty of the things you

have been taught.

I'm going to show you this scripture panel by panel. Below, you can see in the far left

corner we have the Strong's number associated with each word. In the next column we



have the Greek transliteration, followed by the word in the original Koine Greek, followed

by an English translation, and on the far right the morphology of the word. You can

follow along with me by going to this link: http://biblehub.com/text/luke/1-1.htm



In the Greek, Luke 1:1 reads this way:



Seeing that many took in hand to set in order a narration

about the fulfillment WITHIN us, fully carried through by

regular practice.

I translate "having been accomplished" (G4135) as "fully carried through"

because it is the exact meaning of the word as illustrated below.



Onto the next word, translated by KJV as "among" (G1722...highlighted in grey above in

Luke 1:1) is the word in and within.



The reason I dislike the use of the word "among" is because it gives us the idea of a

person among other people, when the true meaning of the word "en" is INSIDE. As you

can see above to the right of the picture, we see the word en in Matt 1:18 means to be

with child. This is something which is INSIDE of us rather than simply "among" us.

Next G4429, which KJV translates as "the matters" is seen in its full and more accurate

meaning below.



Why do I correct this definition? Because by regular practice, it is refering to closeness

with God (meditaion/prayer). However, it can also be translated as a deed or action.

Before we move on, once again, here is Luke 1:1 as we now see revealed:



Seeing that many took in hand to set in order a narration

about the fulfillment WITHIN us, fully carried through by

regular practice.

Here is where my personal opinion comes in, according to what I have personally

seen in the spirit concerning this deeper text. It is up to you to use discernment

and allow the Holy Spirit to guide you personally.

Luke 1:1 is speaking about a group of people who created a narration (story)

about the fulfilment of Christ which happens within us, which is carried out by a

deed or action. Who are these people who created this narration?

Let's move to the next line, Luke 1:2 which in the Greek should read:



By way of comparison they handed them down to us,

those from the beginning single/one-eyed and underrowing, having become the Word.



Since I changed a lot of those words, let's go through so you can see why.



Kathos, which KJV translates as "as" is from the word Kata and hos. Kata means

handed down, tossed down, or cast out.
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